
The name of the game: BASKIN     ITALY 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yttF1D_C9ok  

 
Game Basics 

Type of the game: Ball game 

Character of the game: Competitive 

Aim of the game: To score more points and goals than the opponent team.  

Number of players: Two teams of 6 players and 1 referee. 

Age: From 8 to 70 years old  
(the official version is particularly suited for youngsters or adults aged from 15 to 40) 

 
Mazzara, M., “Picture of a baskin team”, in Bortolotto, G. (eds), Visual Baskin, Amicigio A.P.S., 2015 

 
Area of play: A conventional Basketball court, with two additional lateral semicircular areas 
(3m radius) designed to ensure stability and security for players who need it. 
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Equipment and material 

4 baskets with 6 hoops at three different heights (3m, 2m, 1m)  to allow 
everybody to realize a shot.  

Two classic baskets with a hoop at 3,05m, and two extra special baskets 
on the half way sideline with a hoop at 2m and another one at 1m.  

Different size and weight balls are also used. 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Motor Skills: Coordination, speed, precision 

 
Social skills: Cooperation, empathy, communication and team building, decision making 

 
Cognitive skills: Tactics and strategy 

  



How to play 

Key principles of Baskin  EVERYBODY  HAS  HIS  ROLE 

EVERYBODY  HAS  HIS  CHALLENGE  ! 

 
• Differenciation of roles  

The players have different roles designed to maximises inclusion and give everybody 
an important part to play. 
Each player has a role defined by his or her skills, so that everybody has a real 
challenge. These roles are numbered from 1 to 5 and have their own rules.  

 

                 
 
 

• Defense and equity 
Defending is allowed only between players who have the same role, each player has 
therefore a direct opponent of the same level. 

   BUT     
     ALLOWED    NOT ALLOWED   
 
 

• Double attacking area, uncertainty and tactics 
Each action can be conducted in two different directions (two basket areas) and 
nobody knows what will be chosen by the players. This uncertainty is important for 
tactics and for surprising spectators.  

 
 
 

Number to distinguish 
several players with the 
same role 

Number of 
the role 

1 



Universal Access 

Make the game easier: If, despite the tactical and collaborative efforts of the team, a player 
faces a too hard challenge and has too many difficulties to express his own potential, to take 
advantage of his personal skills and to offer a valuable contribution to the team, so it means 
his role doesn’t fit to him, and it’s better for him to experiment another role: with lower n°. 
Nb: It is also useful to use strategies of cooperative learning and visual communication. 
 
Make the game harder: If a player faces a too easy challenge and has too many facilities to 
surpass his opponents who has the same role, taking advantage of his personal skills and 
obstructing the expression of the other’s abilities, so it means that his role doesn’t fit to him, 
and it is better for him to experiment another role: with higher n°. 
 
Inclusion of the people with disability: The game has been designed for all, allowing 
participation of people with different types and levels of disability. As The EIDD Stockholm 
Declaration 2004 states: “GOOD	  DESIGN	  ENABLES,	  BAD	  DESIGN	  DISABLES”.1	  	  

 

 

Set up:  It is just needed a conventional Basketball court, with the specific equipment and 
material. In 2 hours, the basic rules can be learnt.  
It can be played in sport clubs, at school or at university with whatever heterogeneous group. 
If there are not all role numbers present in the group, it is of course possible to use the rules 
in a more flexible way, but only after making sure that people know about the possibility to 
try this practice (so after having done the effort to make accessible the information about it), 
because many people, with or without disability, cannot just imagine that possible, and they 
will never approach it spontaneously or seek information about it. 

 

  

                                                
1  Baskin’s intention suggests that it is no longer people that must adapt themselves to an already built 
sport, but it is the sport that could be tailor-made to people. As many experts notice it, it is more effective 
to include Design for All principles early in the design process than making alterations after solutions are 
already in the market. That’s what Baskin tried to do. Instead of developing the usual accessibility 
strategies to improve “HOW” to offer activities which are already in the sport market, like basket-ball, 
focusing on economical, architectural and human factors, Baskin’s strategy was to focus previously on 
improving “WHAT” to offer, by changing the rules architecture of the sport itself. Indeed, by rethinking 
the sport design in a more ergonomic way towards human diversity, Baskin contributes to propose a new 
way to practice sport, completing the current opportunities of the sport market. 



Rules:  

ROLE n°1:  players who can move on their own if using electric wheelchair (very little force) 
_ they stay in the lateral area, facing the game 
_ when they receive the ball, they have 10 seconds to shoot (in the lowest 
basket if needed)  
_ they have to decide if using 1 or 2 shot’s attempts: the goal counts as 3 
pts if they choose 1 attempt, 2 pts if they prefer trying 2 times 
_ to defend on them is not allowed (as the other players cannot enter in 
the lateral area) 
_ the ball may be replaced by another one with different size / weight 
 

 

ROLE n°2:  players who can walk but not run   
_ they stay in the lateral area, facing the game 
_ they have 10 sec. to: move out of the area, make 2 dribbling and shoot  
_ they have to choose 1 of the 3 shot’s sectors (with only 1 attempt) 
_ shooting in front (central sector) is worth 2 pts 
_ shooting by hand (lateral sector) is worth 3 pts  
_ no defense permitted while they’re shooting 
_ they must go back inside the area after their shot to get the rebound and 
pass to a teammate 
 
 
 
ROLE n°3: players who can dribble even if slowly or irregularly  
_ they can shoot in side basket (outside area) & in conventional high one 
_ only opponents with role n°3 can defend on them 
_ every shot is worth 2 pts in side basket & 3 pts in conventional higher one 
_ dribbling violations do not count (but they have to dribble) 
 

 
 
 
ROLE n°4: players who has the main skills of basketball, except the 
specific running shot and the fluent dribbling run 
_ they can shoot only in conventional high basket 
_ only opponents n°4 (or 3) can defend on them  
_ they are not allowed to defend on opponents with role n°3 
_ every shot is worth 2 points (or 3 from 3pts position) 
_ dribbling violations count (except for the start) 
 

 

 

ROLE n°5: players who master all the specific skills of basketball 
_ they can shoot only in conventional high basket 
_ they are not allowed to defend on opponents with role n°3 and 4; 
they can defend only on opponents with role n°5  
_ all opponents n°5, 4 and 3 can defend on them 
_ every shot is worth 2 points (or 3 from 3pts position) 
_ dribbling violations count  
_ they have 3 shots at disposal for each period 



Background 

There are two starting point or basic roots of Baskin:  

_ a pragmatic one: it is the usual Basketball that is generalized by Baskin, opening it to a 
variety of people otherwise excluded ,  

_ a cultural and institutional one: it is the Italian Law for including people with disabilities 
into the school (because Baskin started in 2004 into the Italian School as good practice 
connected to this Law, at Cremona into “ Virgilio School”). 

Now Baskin is practised also outside the school and many teams belong to sporting 
associations. All the championship activities are managed by a not for profit association: 
Baskin Association (which has recently received the “praiseworthy association” recognition 
by the Italian Paralympic Committee). 

To learn more about Baskin , please visit www.baskin.it  

 
 


